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A Pictorial History of Costume from Ancient Times to the Nineteenth Century 2004-01-01 a
collection of annotated illustrations depicting examples of regional attire throughout history
A Manual of Costume as Illustrated by Monumental Brasses (1906) 2008-06 this scarce
antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this
work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work
A Pictorial History of Costume From Ancient Times to the Nineteenth Century
2013-02-27 classic pictorial history of fashion from around the world depicts costumes over
the centuries from ancient egyptians wearing pleated loincloths to well dressed parisian
ladies of the late 1800s 57 color plates 69 black and white plates
Hollywood Sketchbook 2012-10-16 in hollywood sketchbook academy award nominated
costume designer deborah nadoolman landis president of the hollywood costume designers
guild showcases more than 1 000 illustrations of costumes from classic motion pictures
many of the designs never before seen by the general public in this stunning follow up to
her acclaimed dressed a century of hollywood costume design landis tell the story of
costume design from the birth of the movies to the present day presenting the work of one
hundred of the most provocative and pioneering costume design artists of the last century
including pauline annon cecil beaton bonnie cashin joe de yong and charles lemaire
Pictorial Encyclopedia of Historic Costume 2007-10-19 ranging from the elegant
garments worn by citizens of ancient egypt greece and rome to the dramatic clothing of
nineteenth century french english and german societies this stunning pictorial encyclopedia
chronicles the full sweep of historic dress through the centuries carefully gathered from a
rare portfolio originally published in 1906 over one thousand detailed engravings are
presented here in a continuous chronological format an unparalleled history of costume
design this collection includes the garb of kings and laborers ladies and warriors peasants
and priests scores of accessories are also illustrated including shoes jewelry wigs and hair
ornaments along with furniture musical instruments and weaponry from a fascinating array
of time periods exquisitely rendered and magnificent in scope the pictorial encyclopedia of
historic costume is a visual delight for designers artists historians and everyone captivated
by fashion s timeless allure
Costume Design in the Movies 2012-12-19 comprehensive lavishly illustrated reference
work provides biographical career data for major designers adrian jean louis edith head
more updated to 1988 with over 400 new film credits 177 illustrations index of 6 000 films
An Illustrated Dictionary of Historic Costume 2013-02-19 thousands of terms
associated with apparel worn in the principal countries of europe appear in this extensive
and convenient reference alphabetically arranged the profusely illustrated volume features
over 1 300 detailed line drawings
Costume Design and Illustration 2015-06-02 ethel traphagen s work costume design and
illustration is a detailed textbook for use by those working to create and accurately
represent costumes using illustrations this is clearly intended to be an instructional work for
aspiring and practicing costume designers before offering technical advice traphagen
highlights what she believes to be an important distinction between designers and
illustrators designers are those who must create a garment from their imagination and
represent it on a page whereas illustrators must take a garment that exists and accurately
represent it through a drawing traphagen believes it is vital for both designers and
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illustrators to have an intimate knowledge of the skills and requirements of the other s task
and thus presents this book as essential to both groups the information presented in this
textbook follows a logical progression early chapters detail strategies and techniques for
effective sketching including information on sketching both with and without models later
chapters discuss specific methods to use when sketching the use of colour in illustrations
the principles of effective fashion design and specific information on period fabric selection
amongst other topics costume design and illustration is a brief and accessible work the
images presented within the book are useful and effectively illuminate the text while this
book would be most useful for those with some experience in costume design and
illustration it can also serve as a worthy introduction to the topic at less than 200 pages it
can be read in a day but would probably be best served by slowly digesting the techniques
presented within and spending ample time practicing for anybody involved in costume
design or for those interested in getting into the art costume design and illustration would
be an excellent addition to your library about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works
Costume Design and Illustration (Classic Reprint) 2017-11-04 ethel traphagen s work
costume design and illustration is a detailed textbook for use by those working to create and
accurately represent costumes using illustrations this is clearly intended to be an
instructional work for aspiring and practicing costume designers before offering technical
advice traphagen highlights what she believes to be an important distinction between
designers and illustrators designers are those who must create a garment from their
imagination and represent it on a page whereas illustrators must take a garment that exists
and accurately represent it through a drawing traphagen believes it is vital for both
designers and illustrators to have an intimate knowledge of the skills and requirements of
the other s task and thus presents this book as essential to both groups the information
presented in this textbook follows a logical progression early chapters detail strategies and
techniques for effective sketching including information on sketching both with and without
models later chapters discuss specific methods to use when sketching the use of colour in
illustrations the principles of effective fashion design and specific information on period
fabric selection amongst other topics costume design and illustration is a brief and
accessible work the images presented within the book are useful and effectively illuminate
the text while this book would be most useful for those with some experience in costume
design and illustration it can also serve as a worthy introduction to the topic at less than
200 pages it can be read in a day but would probably be best served by slowly digesting the
techniques presented within and spending ample time practicing for anybody involved in
costume design or for those interested in getting into the art costume design and illustration
would be an excellent addition to your library about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
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a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works
What People Wore when 2008 a history of costume and fashion spanning the civilizations of
ancient greece and egypt through nineteenth century europe including the clothing
footwear accessories and hairstyles of individuals from all levels of society
Cutting for All! 1996 a bibliography of some 2 725 source materials published in english
over the past 500 years dealing with flat pattern and draping methods of tailoring and
commercial paper pattern companies after a historical overview sections list works
chronologically and by subject works published for professional tailors and dressmakers
journal articles and material from commercial pattern companies periodicals and catalogs
entries include library call numbers and locations includes an appendix of pattern
companies publishers and publications and author title and chronological indexes
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Costume: an illustrated survey from ancient times to the twentieth century 1967 an
illustrated history of british theatre and performance chronicles the history and
development of theatre from the roman era to the present day as the most public of arts
theatre constantly interacts with changing social political and intellectual movements and
ideas and robert leach s masterful work restores to the foreground of this evolution the
contributions of women gay people and ethnic minorities as well as the theatres of the
english regions and of wales and scotland highly illustrated chapters trace the development
of theatre through major plays from each period evaluations of playwrights contemporary
dramatic theory acting and acting companies dance and music the theatre buildings
themselves and the audience while also highlighting enduring features of british theatre
from comic gags to the use of props this first volume spans from the earliest forms of
performance to the popular theatres of high society and the enlightenment tracing a
movement from the outdoor and fringe to the heart of the social world the illustrated history
acts as an accessible flexible basis for students of the theatre and for pure fans of british
theatre history there could be no better starting point
The Illustrated London News 1875 fashion is synonymous with change yet the iconic
showgirl costume feathers sparkle and revealing clothes has remained largely unchanged
since the early 20th century beginning in the 1800s a couture of the risque evolved from
paris nightclubs to las vegas casinos the concept of glamour itself was based on what
parisian courtesans and burlesque performers wore a tall pretty girl with headdress nude
core with spangles high heels and dramatic makeup became a gallic symbol and later the
trademark of hollywood musicals france exported costumes and millinery as well as whole
productions from the moulin rouge the lido and folies bergere to the u s and the world more
recently cabaret styling has translated into today s day sport and evening clothes
Costumes of Everyday Life : an Illustrated History of Working Clothes from 900-1910 1972
using evidence from contemporary printed images smith examines the attitudes of christian
europe to the ottoman empire and to islam she also considers the relationship between text
and image placing it in the cultural context of the reformation and beyond
An Illustrated History of British Theatre and Performance 2018-12-21 this is the first
bibliography in its field based on first hand collations of the actual articles international in
scope it includes publications found in public theatre libraries and archives of barcelona
berlin brussels budapest florence london milan new york and paris amongst others over
3500 detailed entries on separately published sources such as books sales and exhibition
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catalogues and pamphlets provide an indispensible guide for theatre students practitioners
and historians indices cover designers productions actors and performers the iconography
provides an indexed record of over 6000 printed plates of performers in role illustrating
performance costume from the 18th to 20th century
Costume Design and Illustration ... 1918 contents no 1 costume dress and needlework
nov 1894 no 2 music jan 1895 no 3 decoration and design dec 1896
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Costume and Fashion 1937 excerpt from a reading and
reference list on costume this list is in part composed of references used in answering ques
tions asked of the reference department and of references furnished by several of the
branch librarians as having been useful in branch reference work the primary purpose is to
furnish a partial guide to the resources of the brooklyn public library on the subject of
costume completeness has not been attempted practically no references to periodicals are
included as these are generally available through poole s index and the readers guide post
cards works of art jewelry and other articles primarily artistic in nature are not included a
few unindexed periodicals especially useful in the study of costume are listed it is hoped
that the list in addition to its use to the patrons of the library may serve as a contribution
toward a bibliography of the subject almost all the books listed are at the montague branch
but duplicates of many may be found at the other branches or the books may be obtained
through the interchange department this list was prepared two years ago by mr frank k
walter now vice director of the new york state library school while he was assist ant
reference librarian of the brooklyn public library additions have since been made by the
reference librarian and the assistant reference librarian of the brooklyn public library about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Costume Index 2018-12-03 since its first publication in 1980 the costume technician s
handbook has established itself as an indispensable resource in classrooms and costume
shops ingham and covey draw on decades of hands on experience to provide the most
complete guide to developing costumes that are personally distinctive and artistically
expressive no other book covers the same breadth of necessary topics for every aspect of
costuming from the basics of setting up a costume shop to managing one and everything in
between
The Showgirl Costume 2016-08-07 following the tradition and style of the acclaimed index
islamicus the editors have created this new bibliography of art and architecture in the
islamic world the editors have surveyed and annotated a wide range of books and articles
from collected volumes and journals published in all european languages except turkish
between 1906 and 2011 this comprehensive bibliography is an indispensable tool for
everyone involved in the study of material culture in muslim societies
民族衣装のぬり絵ブック 2015-10-06 this book s amazing designs for things to wear and carry at a
costume party include a parrot essential for the shoulder of any young pirate and wings that
are must haves for the well dressed fairy includes step by step instructions comprehensive
lists of materials and safety tips and fun patterns to trace
Images of Islam, 1453–1600 2013-10-15 westminster abbey contains a unique and important
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group of effigies some familiar many little known including kings queens statesmen and
national heroes ranging in time from the middle ages to the early nineteenth century they
derive from a time when an effigy of the dead monarch statesman or national hero played an
important part in funeral ritual offering a visible likeness as a focus to the ceremonial of the
funeral this richly illustrated book which is the first substantial publication on the effigies
since 1936 is both a history of the collection and of the origins and development of the
funeral effigy and a full descriptive catalogue of the twenty one examples in the abbey
copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
Theatrical Costume, Masks, Make-Up and Wigs 2013
Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode 30112113954512 and Others 1894
Reference Lists of the Drexel Institute Library 1894
Reference Lists 1925
Circular of Information, Day Courses 1928
Catalog ... 2018-02-04
A Reading and Reference List on Costume (Classic Reprint) 2024-03-11
The Costume Technician's Handbook 2012
Bibliography of Art and Architecture in the Islamic World (2 Vol. Set) 2010
Costume Crafts 2003
The Funeral Effigies of Westminster Abbey 1846
Memoirs of the Court of Charles the Second 1849
The works of Frederick Schiller, tr. by A.J. Morrison [and others]. 1848
The Prose Works of John Milton... 1850
Views of Nature 1848
Chronicles of the Crusades, contemporary narratives of the crusade of Richard
cœur de lion, by Richard of Devizes and Geoffrey de Vinsauf, and of the crusade of
saint Louis, by lord J. de Joinville [ed. by H.G. Bohn, signing himself H.G.B.]. 1846
The Life of Lorenzo De' Medici, Called the Magnificent 1848
Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural History of
Man 1848
The Standard Library Cyclopedia of Political, Constitutional, Statistical and Forensic
Knowledge
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